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Abstract—The objective of this study was to check the impact of 
grade sensitivity on learning motivation and academic performance 
of students and to remove the degree of difference that exists among 
students regarding the cause of their learning motivation and also to 
gain knowledge about this matter since it has not been adequately 
researched. Data collection was primarily done through the academic 
sector of Pakistan and was depended upon the responses given by 
students solely. A sample size of 208 university students was 
selected. Both paper and online surveys were used to collect data 
from respondents. The results of the study revealed that grade 
sensitivity has a positive relationship with the learning motivation of 
students and their academic performance. These findings were 
carried out through systematic correlation and regression analysis. 

 
Keywords—Academic performance, correlation, grade 

sensitivity, learning motivation, regression. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

HE concept of learning motivation and academic 
performance has been put forth by many researchers [1], 

[2], [4], [7] who have identified certain factors which affect 
the learning motivation and academic performance of 
students. Innumerable researches [21]-[23], [28], [29] have 
been put forth by various psychologists on motivation which 
covers the learning aspect primarily starting from Maslow’s 
Hierarchy of Needs. In recent years, however, many findings 
have also been laid down by researchers [9]-[11], [24] on 
students’ motivation to learn and their academic performance. 
A five key ingredient theory on learning motivation of 
students was proposed including learning factors like Student, 
Teacher, Content, Method/Process and the Environment [1]. 
Furthermore, it was found that the students’ intention to learn 
and the strategies they use for learning along with the tasks 
that they are assigned in a particular academic environment 
according to the methods used by teachers also plays a major 
role in their motivation [2], [3]. Another important factor that 
contributes to the learning motivation is that of self perceived 
academic competence, self – efficacy and self – concept on 
self regulated learning (SRL) strategies used by students 
which has greatest impact on their academic performance [4]-
[7]. It was also proposed that students who scored relatively 
higher in SRL strategies tend to pursue a unique learning 
approach rather than focusing on grades and performing better 
than others [8]. So, here it is implied that students who prefer 
learning over grades achieve a better academic performance. 
On the contrary, some researchers have further found out that 
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students who did not use SRL strategies were lower in terms 
of motivation but were stronger in acquiring a high cumulative 
grade point average [9]. It entails that some students’ primary 
motivation to learn is to secure a high cumulative grade point 
average. Learning skills, intrinsic motivation and extrinsic 
motivation of students have also been identified as major 
factors for an improved academic performance [10], [11]. A 
very unique factor that has been identified by psychologists is 
that of Psychopathology also known as psychological distress 
that negatively affected the students’ motivation to learn and 
have considerably reduced their academic performance by 
experiencing stress and anxiety related to their academics thus 
relying on the external academic assistance [12]. 

After scrupulously reading the existing literature on the 
related topic, it is deduced according to our level of 
knowledge that not much research has been conducted on the 
impact of grade sensitivity on learning motivation and 
academic performance of students. Although many studies are 
conducted on learning motivation and academic performance 
[4]-[7], [11], [24]; not many studies have explicitly described 
the impact of being grade sensitive on the motivation and 
performance of students. Although there has been some 
research on the idea of being grade sensitive between males 
and females [13] but up to our knowledge and research none 
has adequately illustrated the impact it causes on the 
motivation and performance of students. The idea in which the 
topic of grade sensitivity has previously been researched [13] 
is quite different from what we want to achieve through this 
study. We want to investigate whether the students who are 
grade sensitive have a higher learning motivation and do they 
perform better than those who are not grade sensitive.  

The scope is to conduct this study in Pakistani context. As 
mentioned that this topic has not been researched in any 
context, let alone Pakistan. The analysis will be conducted on 
Pakistani students currently enrolled in their undergraduate 
program in Pakistani universities. This analysis will give us 
the results regarding whether the Pakistani students get 
motivated and perform better academically when they score 
high grades or on the contrary if they think that grades are not 
the predictor of their motivation and academic performance. 

It is very essential to know what causes students to get 
motivated and excel in their academic performance. It is 
pertinent to be aware of all those causes through which 
students get motivated and perform productively so that we 
can create many more bright examples by reinforcing those 
sources which causes motivation among students to learn and 
perform brilliantly.  
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Based on the gap in existing literature and the significance 
of filling those gaps, several objectives have been identified to 
carry out this study, the first and foremost being; to test 
whether the grade sensitivity has any impact on learning 
motivation and academic performance of Pakistani students. 
Secondly, is to resolve the general difference of opinion 
among students regarding the cause of learning motivation and 
enhanced academic performance. Furthermore, it is also 
essential for Pakistan to recognize the cause behind the 
learning motivation to improve the productivity of its 
academic sector. Besides, this study will also help us in 
providing implications to the educational policy makers of 
Pakistan. The final objective of the study is to gain more 
knowledge regarding this phenomenon since it has not been 
adequately researched.  

II. LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESES 

A. Grade Sensitivity 

The concept of grade sensitivity can be explained through 
the concept of Gray’s [14]-[17] Reinforcement sensitivity 
theory (RST) which according to [18] is defined as; 
“Reinforcement sensitivity theory of personality is based upon 
the reactions to rewarding and punishing stimuli in typical 
animal learning paradigms.” RST has three 
neuropsychological paradigms [14]; one of which is 
Behavioral Activation System (BAS) demonstrating the 
characteristics like extraversion, impulsivity and sensation 
seeking [19], [20]. It was further proposed that BAS type is 
sensitive to rewards and thus activate their behavior in reward 
seeking situations. Now grades are considered to be external 
rewards [21]. Since they provide benefits to students and are 
one of the strong predictors of their academic achievement 
success and feedback [22], students believe in acquiring high 
grades in order to compete with their fellow students [21] thus 
making them sensitive to grades. Grade sensitivity is 
synonymous to reward sensitivity, reward responsiveness and 
incentive responsiveness [20] which initiates them to receive a 
high grade in order to avoid punishment from parents [23]. 
Reference [21] shows that being grade sensitive can help 
students in their undergraduate degree program but at a 
graduate level educational institute; self determination theory 
(SDT) through the use of SRL strategies is considered of 
utmost importance.  

B. Learning Motivation 

Reference [24] defined motivation as; “the person’s effort 
to accomplish his/her duties, dedicating the needed effort and 
continuing it”. Reference [25] said motivation is “goal 
directed” while according to [26] motivation is; “what causes 
people to behave as they do”. Many researchers are of a 
different view regarding the idea behind motivation but the 
definition given by [24] is more relevant as it actually triggers 
the behavior towards the achievement of goals [22]. 
According to [27], extrinsic motivation is a construct that is 
relevant whenever an activity is done in order to attain some 
reward. Intrinsic motivation is defined as; “it occurs when the 

activity is done out of the free choice of the individual” [27]. 
Intrinsic and extrinsic motivations are the two that have an 
effect on our learning. Intrinsic factors are those which come 
from within the student while the extrinsic factors are those 
which come from the external sources. Intrinsic factors 
influence our life-long learning. According to a recent study 
[1], the primary factors behind the students’ motivation to 
learn are student, teacher, content method/process and the 
environment. Furthermore, it was found that the students’ 
intention to learn and the strategies they use for learning plays 
a major role in their motivation rather than the environment in 
which they are taught [2]. Another important factor that 
contributes to the learning motivation is that of self perceived 
academic competence, self – efficacy and self – concept on 
SRL which has greatest impact on the academic performance 
of students [4]. It was also proposed that students who scored 
relatively higher in SRL strategies tend to pursue mastery 
goals rather than performance goals which significantly 
improve their academic performance. Mastery goals basically 
include constant improvement, unique learning and hard work 
while on the other hand performance goals primarily focuses 
on achieving high grades, competitive ability, doing better 
than others, being grade sensitive [8]. A study conducted on 
Student motivation [3] suggested that the student learning 
motivation is mainly caused by factors like students’ 
willingness to learn, classroom learning environment, goal 
orientation, classroom structures, challenging tasks, proper 
evaluation of tasks, timely feedback given by instructors and 
the learning strategies used by teachers. 

C. Academic Performance 

Academic Performance can be defined through the concept 
of Examination scores. According to [11], examination scores 
are defined as; “the measurement in differentiating student’s 
level of knowledge for them to go further in their studies, 
gaining scholarship and obtain better entry level at top 
universities”. Academic performance of students is basically 
reflected through their examination marks and scores, 
cumulative grade point average so in our opinion this 
definition is most relevant to the concept of academic 
performance. A great deal of research is also conducted on the 
factors that essentially affect the academic performance of 
students. It was also recommended [5] that students who use 
SRL strategies like; cognition, Meta - cognition and resource 
management achieve a far better academic performance than 
those who do not. Some researchers found out that those 
students who did not rely on SRL strategies and were lower in 
terms of motivation than other students were stronger in 
acquiring learning experience and cumulative grade point 
average [9]. Learning skills and the passion to explore new 
things is another factor which influences the academic 
performance of students [10]. In addition, a positive 
correlation between the motivation and academic performance 
of students is not very significant but still enhanced motivation 
and self concept can rigorously improve their academic 
performance [28]. Psychological distress is another factor that 
has been identified which negatively affects the students’ 
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B. Measures 

1. Grade Sensitivity 

The grade sensitivity of students was measured by a 12 item 
questionnaire which was formed through the combination of 
different questionnaires previously formed by various 
researchers [8], [24]. Also, we formed some questions 
regarding the grade sensitivity that were used in our 12 item 
questionnaire. This part of questionnaire has 12 questions and 
the 5 point Likert scale ranging from strongly disagree (1) to 
strongly agree (5) was used to tap responses of students. A 
sample item for this questionnaire is “I feel anxious about my 
grades most of the time”. This questionnaire was thoroughly 
validated by number of experts to ensure its content and 
criterion validity. We conducted a reliability analysis in order 
to examine the reliability of 12 item grade sensitivity 
questionnaire. The results revealed that Cronbach’s Alpha 
value of this scale is .836 which was above the conventional 
standards. Therefore, this questionnaire was a reliable tool to 
measure the grade sensitivity of students. 

2. Learning Motivation 

The learning motivation of students was measured by a 10 
item questionnaire which was formed with the help of 
“Motivated Strategies for Learning” questionnaire originally 
consisting of 44 items. This part of questionnaire has 10 
questions and the 5 point likert scale ranging from strongly 
disagree (1) to strongly agree (5) was used to tap responses of 
students. A sample item for this questionnaire is “I often 
choose topics though which I will learn something from even 
if they require more work”. This questionnaire was thoroughly 
validated by number of experts to ensure its content and 
criterion validity. We conducted a reliability analysis in order 
to examine the reliability of 10 item learning motivation 
questionnaire. The results revealed that Cronbach’s Alpha 
value of this scale is .825 which was above the conventional 
standards. Therefore, this questionnaire was a reliable tool to 
measure the learning motivation of students. 

3. Academic Performance 

The academic performance of students was measured by an 
8 item questionnaire which was also formed with the help of 
“Motivated Strategies for Learning” questionnaire. Also, some 
questions were self made. This part of questionnaire has 8 
questions and the 5 point likert scale was used again to tap 
responses from students ranging from strongly disagree (1) to 
strongly agree (5). A sample item for this questionnaire is “My 
test/exam scores are relatively better than other students”. This 
questionnaire was thoroughly validated by number of experts 
to ensure its content and criterion validity. We conducted a 
reliability analysis in order to examine the reliability of 8 item 
academic performance questionnaire. The results revealed that 
Cronbach’s Alpha value of this scale is .855 which was above 
the conventional standards. Therefore, this questionnaire was a 
reliable tool to measure the academic performance of students. 

IV. RESULTS 

The correlation results in Table I show that grade sensitivity 
is positively related to learning motivation and the relationship 
between the two is highly significant (r = .524, p < .001). 
They also show that grade sensitivity is also positively related 
to academic performance and the relationship between the two 
is highly significant (r = .362, p < .001). They further illustrate 
that learning motivation is also positively related to academic 
performance and the relationship between the two is also 
highly significant (r = .568, p < .001). 

 
TABLE I 

CORRELATION ANALYSIS BETWEEN GRADE SENSITIVITY, LEARNING 

MOTIVATION AND ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE 

 1 2 3 
1. Grade Sensitivity (.836)   
2. Learning Motivation .524*** (.825)  
3. Academic Performance .362*** .568*** (.855)

Note. N = 208, Cronbach’s alphas reliabilities are presented in parenthesis. 
*p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001 

 
TABLE II 

REGRESSION ANALYSES FOR GS, LM AND AP 

 Learning Motivation Academic Performance 

 β R2 β R2 
Grade 

sensitivity 
.524*** .275*** .362*** .131*** 

Note. N = 208; Standardized Coefficients are reported. 
*p < .05; **p < .01, ***p < .001 
 
Hypothesis 1 (H1) was tested using regression analysis as 

shown in Table II. The results revealed that grade sensitivity 
has a positive relation with learning motivation and the 
relationship is highly significant (β = .524, p < .001). Thus, we 
say that H1 is accepted. Also, it is revealed, that 27.5% 
variance is caused in learning motivation due to grade 
sensitivity. Hypothesis 2 (H2) was further tested using 
regression analysis as shown in Table II. The results revealed 
that grade sensitivity has a positive relation with academic 
performance and the relationship is highly significant (β = 
.362, p < .001). Thus, we say that H2 is also accepted. Also, it 
is revealed, that 13.1% variance is caused in academic 
performance due to grade sensitivity. 

V. DISCUSSION 

Hypothesis 1 proposed a positive relationship between 
grade sensitivity and learning motivation and it was accepted 
through the results shown in Section IV. It was proved through 
correlation and regression analysis that there exists a positive 
relationship between the grade sensitivity of students and their 
learning motivation. Through the above analysis we can say 
that students who are more anxious about their grades and 
who feel worried when other students outperform them have a 
better learning motivation than those who do not show any 
sensitivity regarding their grades. Grade sensitive students 
often try to predict their grades and cumulative grade point 
average beforehand and usually feel sad and disturbed when 
they score low in text or examination which in result further 
increase their motivation to learn. 
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Hypothesis 2 proposed a positive relationship between 
grade sensitivity and academic performance and was also 
accepted through the results as shown in Section IV. It was 
proved through correlation and regression analysis that there 
exists a positive relationship between the grade sensitivity of 
students and their academic performance. In relation to the 
above data analysis, we can say with most confidence that 
students who are high on grade sensitivity tend to perform 
better academically than those who are low on grade 
sensitivity. As grade sensitive students are more motivated to 
learn, thus they also tend to outperform others in class by 
actively participating in class discussions with their test scores 
being relatively way above than average scores and their 
Cumulative grade point average was also found to be better 
than their classmates who were not very sensitive to their 
grades. 

Conclusively, we can say that grade sensitivity serves a 
benchmark to check the level of learning motivation and 
academic performance of students. Therefore, educationalists 
and people in the field of academia should work on their 
grading policies and educators should design their course 
content in such a way to promote healthy competition among 
students to ensure maximum level of student learning 
motivation and enhanced academic performance. Also, 
students on their part should also learn to value their grades 
because it is proved though this study that grade sensitivity is 
a strong predictor for students’ motivation and academic 
performance.  
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